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Effects of dilute Zn impurities on the uniform magnetic susceptibility of YBa2Cu3O7Àd

N. Bulut
Department of Mathematics, Koc¸ University, Istinye, 80860 Istanbul, Turkey

~Received 2 September 1999!

The effects of dilute Zn impurities on the uniform magnetic susceptibility are calculated in the normal
metallic state for a model of the spin fluctuations of the layered cuprates. It is shown that scatterings from
extended impurity potentials can lead to a coupling of theq;(p,p) and theq;0 components of the magnetic
susceptibility x(q). Within the presence of antiferromagnetic correlations, this coupling can enhance the
uniform susceptibility. The implications of this result for the experimental data on Zn substituted
YBa2Cu3O72d are discussed.
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Experiments on Zn substituted cuprates provide valua
information on the magnetic properties of the host materi
Measurements have shown that Zn impurities cause an
hancement of the uniform magnetic susceptibility.1,2 From
the nearly perfect Curie-Weiss temperature dependenc
the enhancement, the magnitude of the effective momentmeff

forming around the impurities has been extracted. In und
doped YBa2Cu3O6.66, meff is close to mB , while in
YBa2Cu3O7 it is smaller by about a factor of 2.5. Neutro
scattering experiments have also shown that Zn impuri
modify the spectrum of the magnetic fluctuations in the
systems.3,4 Numerical calculations have emphasized the i
portance of the antiferromagnetic correlations of the hos
determining the effects of Zn substitution.5 The effects of Zn
impurities have been also considered in various spin-gap
and spin-gapless antiferromagnetic models.6 Furthermore,
studies have been carried out for the spin-gapped un
doped phase of the cuprates7,8 as well as for thed-wave
superconducting phase.9,10 Here results will be presented fo
the normal state of the layered cuprates where there
short-range antiferromagnetic correlations. Specifically,
effects of the impurity scattering on the magnetic susce
bility will be calculated first for a single impurity and then
will be scaled to an impurity concentration of 0.5% in th
dilute limit. It will be shown that scatterings from an ex
tended impurity potential can lead to a coupling of theq
;0 and theq;(p,p) components ofx(q). Because of this
coupling, the uniform susceptibility can get enhanced as
tiferromagnetic correlations develop in the system. In or
to have a better understanding of this process, results wi
presented on the related problem of how theq;0 and the
q;(p,p) components ofx(q) get coupled by a staggere
charge-density-wave~CDW! field.

The starting point is the two-dimensional Hubbard mo
with an additional term representing the interaction of
electrons with a single impurity located at siter0,
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Here cis (cis
† ) annihilates~creates! an electron with spins

at siter i , t is the near-neighbor hopping matrix element,U
is the onsite Coulomb repulsion, andm is the chemical po-
tential. The effective impurity-electron scattering potential
given by Veff(r0 ,r )5(nVn(rn

d(r ,r01rn), where rn de-

notes the sites at a distancen from the impurity siter0. Here,
the effective interaction is assumed to be static with a fin
range extending a few lattice spacings away from the im
rity. The importance of using an extended impurity potent
has been previously noted.11,12 For simplicity, in the follow-
ing the hoppingt and the lattice constanta will be set to 1.

The single-particle Green’s function is given by

G~r i ,r j ,ivn!52E
0

b

dteivnt^cis~t!cj s
† ~0!&, ~2!

wherevn5(2n11)pT. In the pure system withU50, one
has in wave vector spaceG0(p,ivn)5( ivn2«p)

21 where
«p522t(cospx1cospy)2m. If a single impurity is intro-
duced at siter0, then

G~r ,r 8,ivn!5G0~r ,r 8,ivn!

1 (
r9,r-

G0~r ,r 9,ivn!T~r 9,r-,ivn!

3G~r-,r 8,ivn!, ~3!

where theT matrix for the impurity scattering is

T~r ,r 8,ivn!5d~r ,r 8!Veff~r0 ,r !

1(
r9

Veff~r0 ,r !G0~r ,r 9,ivn!T~r 9,r 8,ivn!.

~4!

This is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 1~a!. The mag-
netic susceptibility is defined as

x~r ,r 8,ivm!5E
0

b

dteivmt^m2~r ,t!m1~r 8,0!&, ~5!

where m1(r )5cr↑
† cr↓, m2(r )5cr↓

† cr↑ , and vm52mpT.
First, the effects of a single impurity will be calculated fo
U50, giving the irreducible susceptibilityx0, and then the
9051 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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9052 PRB 61N. BULUT
effects of the Coulomb correlations will be included. T
diagrams representing the effects of a single impurity
shown in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. Both the self-energy and th
vertex corrections need to be included,13 and the resulting
expression forx0(r ,r 8)5x0(r ,r 8,ivm50) is

x0~r ,r 8!52T(
ivn

H @G~r ,r 8,ivn!G0~r 8,r ,ivn!

1G0~r ,r 8,ivn!G~r 8,r ,ivn!2„G0~r ,r 8,ivn!…2#

1 (
r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4

G0~r ,r1 ,ivn!G0~r2 ,r 8,ivn!

3T~r1 ,r2 ,ivn!T~r3 ,r4 ,ivn!

3G0~r3 ,r ,ivn!G0~r 8,r4 ,ivn!J . ~6!

Here the self-energy corrections are included by summ
over the terms in the square brackets rather than simply s
ming over GG. In addition, the irreducible impurity-
scattering vertex has been used in calculating the vertex
rections to x0 instead of the reducible one. These a
necessary in order to prevent double counting when calcu
ing the effects of just one impurity onx0.

The Coulomb correlations are included by using t
random-phase approximation

x~r ,r 8!5x0~r ,r 8!1U(
r9

x0~r ,r 9!x~r 9,r 8!. ~7!

Upon solving forx(r ,r 8), the Fourier transform is taken
leading tox(q,q8). At this point the impurity averaging ca
be done. This restores the translational invariance, and
diagonal susceptibilityx(q)5dqq8x(q,q8) is obtained. In
order to minimize the finite size effects onx(q), the single-
particle Green’s functions used in Eqs.~3! and~4! are evalu-
ated on large lattices basically without any finite size effec
Equation~7!, on the other hand, is solved on smallerL3L
lattices for a single impurity located at the center, but
resultingx(q) is scaled to theL→` limit while keeping the
impurity concentration,nimp , fixed. This is an efficient way
of controlling the finite size effects when working in th
dilute limit. The following results onx(q) are for nimp
50.005,U52t, electron filling ^n&50.86, andT50.1. For
these values ofU and ^n&, the pure system has short-ran
antiferromagnetic fluctuations. In addition, the impurity p

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for~a! the dressed single-particl
Green’s functionG and ~b!, ~c! the irreducible susceptibilityx0

within the presence of a single impurity.
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tential was assumed to have a range of 2 lattice spacings
the following parameters:V05220,V150.5,VA2520.5,
andV2520.25.14

Figure 2~a! comparesx(q) versusq for the pure and the
0.5% Zn substituted cases obtained by using a 14314 lattice
in Eq. ~7!. In these figures,x is given in units oft21. Figure
2~b! shows results onx(q) versusqx alongqx5qy . Here the
solid line representsx(q) for an infinite pure lattice, and the
open circles are for the 14314 pure lattice. One sees that th
finite size effects are small. The filled circles are the resu
obtained on the 14314 lattice fornimp50.005. Comparing
with the open circles, one observes thatx(q→0) is en-
hanced by the impurity scattering. This can be underst
better by considering Eq.~7! in wave vector space

x~q,q8!5x0~q,q8!1U(
q9

x0~q,q9!x~q9,q8!. ~8!

Here, one sees that once the translational invariance is
the Coulomb interaction mixes the different wave vec
components of the magnetic susceptibility. This allows
the q;0 component to be influenced by the antiferroma
netic correlations. Through this mixing,x@Q5(p,p)# also
gets enhanced as seen in Fig. 2~a!. The open triangles in Fig
2~b! are for the impure case, too, but here the impurity a
eraging has been done before including the Coulomb co

FIG. 2. ~a! x(q) versusq along the path shown in the inset fo
the pure and the 0.5% Zn substituted systems on the 14314 lattice.
~b! x(q) versusqx alongqx5qy . The solid line is for the pure cas
on an infinite lattice. The open and the filled circles are for the p
and the impure cases, respectively, on the 14314 lattice. One ob-
serves thatx(q→0) is enhanced by the impurity scattering. Th
triangles are also for the impure case on the 14314 lattice, but now
the impurity averaging has been done before including the Coulo
correlations. This neglects the mixing of theq;0 and the q
;(p,p) components ofx(q), and subsequentlyx(q) is sup-
pressed.
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lations. This does not allow for the mixing of theq;0 and
the q;(p,p) components, and consequentlyx(q) is sup-
pressed.

Taking the difference of the filled and the empty circl
shown in Fig. 2~b!, one obtains the enhancement of the ma
netic susceptibility by the impurity scattering,Dx(q). In Fig.
3~a!, Dx(q) versusqx is shown as the system size is scal
from 14314 to 28328 while keepingnimp fixed at 0.005.
One observes that the finite size effects onDx(q) are negli-
gible. The inverse of the peak width ofDx(q) gives the size
of the region around the impurity which contributes to t
enhancement of the uniform susceptibility. For comparis
Dx(q) obtained using an onsite impurity potential of ze
range withV05220 is shown by crosses in Fig. 3~a!. In this
case,Dx(q) is significantly smaller and it is featureless inq.
Figure 3~b! shows the temperature evolution ofDx(q) for
the extended potential. Here the growth ofDx(q→0) with
decreasingT is seen. On the other hand, for the onsite p
tential Dx(q) has a weakT dependence~not shown here!.

In order to display the coupling of theq;0 and theq
;(p,p) components ofx(q) by impurity scattering, the
Coulomb repulsionU entering Eq.~7! has been varied by
small amounts while keeping the rest of the parameters fix
The resultingDx(q→0) versusx@Q5(p,p)# of the impure
system~filled circles! andx@Q5(p,p)# of the correspond-
ing pure system~open circles! are plotted in Fig. 3~c!. Here,
it is seen thatDx(q→0) varies almost linearly withx@Q
5(p,p)# of both the impure and the corresponding pu
systems. For instance, by increasingU by 4% from 2.0 to

FIG. 3. ~a! Finite size effects onDx(q) versusqx along qx

5qy for the extended impurity potential. For comparison,Dx(q)
obtained using an onsite impurity potential is shown by crosses
which caseDx(q→0) is smaller.~b! Temperature evolution o
Dx(q) versusqx . ~c! Dx(q→0) versusx@Q5(p,p)# of the im-
pure system~filled circles! andx@Q5(p,p)# of the corresponding
pure system~open circles! obtained by varyingU by small amounts.
-

,

-

d.

2.08,x@Q5(p,p)# of the impure system increases from 3
to 5.7, whileDx(q→0) nearly doubles. These calculation
were repeated using various other sets ofVn’s and similar
results were obtained for the coupling between theq;0 and
the q;(p,p) components ofx(q). Even for an onsite im-
purity potential, a linear dependence betweenDx(q→0) and
x@Q5(p,p)# is observed, but with a significantly reduce
slope~not shown here!. In addition, in Fig. 3~c! it is seen that
the impurity scattering enhancesx@Q5(p,p)# by a large
amount when the system has strong antiferromagnetic co
lations.

The enhancement ofx(q→0) seen in Fig. 3~a! is about
2%. However, a direct comparison with the experimen
data was not carried out because of the simplicity of
model. For instance, the exact values ofVn’s are not known,
and the effects of the Coulomb correlations on the sing
particle Green’s functions and theT dependence ofVeff are
not taken into account. For these reasons, it is not possib
make a direct comparison with the Curie-Weiss behav
either.

These results on the effects of scattering from exten
impurity potentials can be understood better if one consid
how a staggered CDW field affectsx(q) in a pure system.
This is a simple example which involves the mixing of theq
and theq1(p,p) components ofx(q). In fact, the calcula-
tion of x(q) for a single impurity reduces to this problem,
one only keeps the component of the effective impuri
electron interaction which transfersQ5(p,p) to the
quasiparticles. Here, one begins by introducing a stagge
field D coupling to the site occupation numbe
( isDcis

† cis exp(iQ•r i) with Q5(p,p). The resulting irre-
ducible susceptibility has both diagonal and off-diagon
terms,x0(q,q) andx0(q1Q,q), which are shown diagram

in

FIG. 4. ~a! Feynman diagrams representing the diagonal and
off-diagonal irreducible susceptibilitiesx0(q,q) and x0(q1Q,q),
respectively, within the presence of a staggered CDW field.~b!
x(q,q) versusqx alongqx5qy for various values ofD, the ampli-
tude of the CDW field, where the enhancement ofx by D is seen.
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matically in Fig. 4~a!. Within the random-phase approxima
tion, x0(q,q) and x0(q1Q,q1Q) are coupled through the
off-diagonal termx0(q1Q,q) leading forx(q,q) to

x~q,q!5D21$x0~q,q!„12Ux0~q1Q,q1Q!…

1Ux0
2~q1Q,q!%, ~9!

where D5„12Ux0(q,q)…„12Ux0(q1Q,q1Q)…
2U2x0

2(q1Q,q). This calculation ofx within a CDW field
is similar to that within a spin-density-wave field.15 The ir-
reducible susceptibilities seen in Fig. 4~a! can be evaluated
and the resultingx(q,q) is displayed in Fig. 4~b!, where the
enhancement ofx(q,q) by D is seen. It can be shown tha
for smallD, the off-diagonal termx0(q1Q,q) remains finite
in the limit q→0,16 and it is approximately equal to
(D/m)x0(q,q), while x0(q,q) is changed little byD. Hence,
it is expected from Eq.~9! that the uniform susceptibility will
get enhanced by the antiferromagnetic correlations, asD is
turned on. In addition, it can be shown thatx0(q1Q,q) is a
smooth function ofq for q;0. Hence, from Eq.~9! one
observes that theq structure of the enhancement inx(q,q)
for q;0 reflects the structure ofx(q,q) for q;(p,p),
which is slightly incommensurate at this temperature.

It is important to note that here the enhancement of
uniform susceptibility is not due to an enhancement
x0(q,q) by D, since these small values ofD have little effect
on x0(q,q). Rather, it is due to the nonvanishing of th
anomalous susceptibilityx0(q1Q,q), which allows for a
coupling to the antiferromagnetic correlations. In the imp
rity problem, the enhancement ofx(q;0) occurs similarly.
In Eq. ~8!, the off-diagonal termsx0(q,q9Þq), which are
nonvanishing since the impurity scattering does not conse
v.

.

ve

A
.

e
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ve

momentum, couple theq;0 and theq9;(p,p) components
of x, enhancing the uniform susceptibility. This coupling
strong especially when an extended impurity potential
used. However, if the impurity averaging is done before
cluding the Coulomb correlations, this coupling is neglec
and x(q) is suppressed with respect to the pure case, a
was seen in Fig. 2~b!.

In summary, the effects of dilute Zn impurities on th
uniform magnetic susceptibility have been calculated in
metallic model which has short-range antiferromagnetic c
relations. It has been found that impurity scattering throu
an extended potential leads to a mixing of theq;(p,p) and
the q;0 components ofx(q). Because of this coupling, th
antiferromagnetic correlations can enhance the uniform s
ceptibility. The microscopic model presented here predic
strong dependence ofDx(q→0) on the strength of the anti
ferromagnetic correlations. This could play a role in det
mining the temperature dependence ofDx(q→0) in Zn sub-
stituted YBa2Cu3O7, where a spin gap is not observed.
remains as an open problem to determine how much
process discussed here would contribute to the enhance
of x(q→0) in underdoped YBa2Cu3O61x , where there is a
spin gap. Theories for the spin-gapped phase had been
posed previously.6–8 In addition, it must be kept in mind tha
these results depend on the nature of the effective impu
interaction and on the validity of the approach used to tr
the Coulomb correlations.

The author thanks H. F. Fong for helpful discussions. T
numerical computations reported in this paper were p
formed at the Center for Information Technology at K¸
University.
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